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This study seeks to benefit from a medical science-based implication for urban and landscape planning in
the Gorgan Township area, a highly developing region in northeastern Iran. Based on growth stages and
patterns of a malignant cancer tumor inside a human's body, a sustainable, realistic and practical urban
growth pattern is introduced applying land suitability analysis, SLEUTH urban growth modeling, land-
scape metrics and statistical analyses. This pattern, in this study called cancer-treating, is implemented
through three predictive scenarios including afforest protection (AP), rangeland protection (RP) and
historical growth (HG). Accordingly, the effects of each scenario on land suitability parameters for
afforest, rangeland and urbanization activities are evaluated to compare their efficiency. In addition,
Spearman correlation analysis is also undertaken to measure the bivariate associations between land-
scape metrics and land suitability values to specifically address the consistency of the cancer-treating
growth pattern with the potential of the study area. According to the results, the HG scenario yielded
the highest amount of urban growth without substantially modifying the historical growth trajectory
while no negative impact on land potential for targeted land-uses were detected. Correlations between
landscape metrics and land suitability parameters also provided evidence for the functionality of the
cancer-treating growth pattern in terms of area and connectivity metrics. Findings of the present study
highlight that cancer-treating growth strategy can be considered as a realistic, practical and sustainable
planning alternative for Iranian developing urban environments that are at times undergoing uncon-
trolled expansion processes.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background information

Urban complex environments, as the manifestation of coupled
human-nature systems demonstrate various complexities such as
non-linear feedbacks, emergence, heterogeneity, adaptive systems,
and dynamic trajectory (Wu, 2014). Urban environments are
characterized with extensive human-made structures, modified
climatic and hydrological regimes and altered ecosystem functions
and services (Asgarian, Amiri, & Sakieh, 2014; Hasani Sangani et al.
2014; Onur & Tezer, 2015; Pickett et al. 2011; Wu, 2014; ). During
the last decades, there have been noticeable scientific efforts to the
study of such complex environments. In this regard, the science of
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landscape ecology adopts a morphological approach over spatio-
temporal scales for analyzing urban systems. Many studies have
proved its effectiveness for informed decision making through the
process of sustainable development (Herold, Goldstein, & Clarke,
2003, 2005; Shen, Ochoa, Shah, & Zhang, 2011; Sakieh et al.
2015; Wu, 2008). Landscape ecology science provides a compre-
hensive and rational framework for structuring and analyzing a
spatial decision problem as well as portraying, linking and quan-
tifying its elements (patterns, processes and functions) and corre-
lating those elements to their driving forces. This science is most
useful in regions, where systematic and multi-scale planning ef-
forts are rare (Makhdoum, 2007). Based on landscape ecology sci-
ence, patterns, processes and functions of an ecosystem are
mutually influencing and the informed management of an
ecosystem (e.g. urban areas) depends upon planner's understand-
ing of these interactions. Since processes and functions of an
ecosystem are fundamentally influenced by the spatial configura-
tion of its elements, understanding of the causes, consequences and
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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chronology of urban growth patterns might contribute to an
effective management of these regions. Therefore, there have been
noticeable efforts in the literature that adopted a morphological
approach over spatiotemporal scales to identify and formulate ur-
ban growth patterns in a realistic and practical manner.

Batty and Longley (1994) formulated urban expansion as a
cellular fractal stochastic process, which had already been a topic of
research in physics as diffusion-limited aggregation. This form of
growth yields a pattern that sprawls randomly outward from a
center and finds location for a new concentration at the boundary
of the present agglomeration. Dietzel, Oguz, Hemphill, Clarke, and
Gazulis (2005) further evaluated this theory and declared that
two spatial forms of diffusion and coalescence are inherent in
diffusion-limited aggregation processes. Diffusion can be explained
as a process in which new urban centers are allocated in a
disconnected pattern to previous urban cores. These newly estab-
lished urban cores can act as a “seed” location that grow both in size
and number (i.e. propagation). Coalescence takes place when two
urban patches merge together and form one cluster. These patterns
are also highlighted with a different terminology such as decen-
tralization and centralization (Garschagen, 2016; Sakieh et al.
2015). Sakieh et al. (2015) reported that how sustainable growth
patterns can be designed based on cyclic patterns of centralization
and decentralization of urban patches. Considering sensitivity of
the emergent spatial patterns to the scale of the study, Dietzel et al.
(2005) emphasize that these two patterns can always be detected
by scaling up or scaling down over the same study area. Therefore,
it might be claimed that there is no escape for a planner from these
cyclic patterns. In other word, coalescence-diffusion or
centralization-decentralization are two constraining patterns
across a range of scales and spatial growth scenarios with totally
different perspectives will finally meet these pattern limitations.
On the contrary, it is also reported that each spatial process has its
own spatial signature (Luck & Wu, 2002). Therefore, the difference
between these various processes is the morphology of the allocated
pattern through which diffusion-coalesce process takes place.

The scientific community of spatial sciences is being inspired by
various branches of science (e.g., contagious disease, Gould (1993))
to develop innovative frameworks that more realistically define
morphological characteristics of a growth phenomenon. Such
considerations aim to develop realistic and practical growth
storylines that satisfy demands coming from conservative and non-
conservative perspectives. Simply put, a growth pattern can be
judged to be realistic, practical and sustainable according to the
following items, respectively:

1. It should acknowledge that historical growth patterns are the
most probable scenarios to happen, and therefore they are more
simple, understandable, applicable and desired by policy
makers and authorities;

2. It should consider that historical growth patterns which are the
result of several years of adaptation cannot totally or substan-
tially be revised (or at least at the expense of high budget and
time resources) to meet the necessary sustainability criteria;
and

3. A realistic and practical growth scenario would allow historical
growth profile to occur, but the spatial pattern should be
regulated in terms of sustainability criteria (e.g. nature conser-
vation and agricultural fields protection).

As a developing country, Iranian urban environments are now
experiencing a complex and heterogeneous urban growth pattern,
which introduces several difficulties for planning and management
of these regions (Fanni, 2006). There is an expanding knowledge
pool in the literature on current growth patterns taking place in
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y.,& Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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Iranian urban regions (Bihamta, Soffianian, Fakheran, &
Gholamalifard, 2014; Dezhkam, Amiri, Darvishsefat, & Sakieh,
2014; Jafarnezhad, Salmanmahiny & Sakieh, 2015; Jokar
Arsanjani, Helbich, Vaz, & de, 2013; Mahiny & Gholamalifard,
2007; Mahiny & Clarke, 2012, 2013; Rafiee, Mahiny, Khorasani,
Darvishsefat, & Danekar, 2009; Sabet Sarvestani, IbrahimAb., &
Kangaroglou, 2011; Sakieh, Amiri, Danekar, Feghhi, & Dezhkam,
2014a, 2014b, 2015; Tayyebi, Pijanowski, & Tayyebi, 2011;
Zanganeh Shahraki et al., 2011). The majority of these studies
attempt to introduce alternative scenarios (compared to historical
patterns) as solutions for effective and informed management of
urban systems. For example, Rafiee et al. (2009), Mahiny and Clarke
(2012, 2013), Dezhkam et al. (2014) and Sakieh et al. (2014a, 2015)
report that historical growth trajectories occurring in Iran are
dominated by linear patterns and scattered urban patches with
low-density distribution and low levels of connectivity and
compactness dominate the landscape. These patterns are reported
to be challenging in terms of their manageability and environ-
mental effects (Mahiny & Clarke, 2012, 2013). Therefore, these
studies suggest that “compact” growth could be an available option
that improves the manageability of an urban landscape and it is
also associatedwith lower levels of environmental impacts. But this
perspective can totally be rejected due to the following reasons:

1. This is not a realistic strategy as there is no such stable pattern as
compact growth. This is because over wider temporal and
spatial scales diffusion-coalescence of urban clusters would
become unavoidable.

2. This is not an applicable strategy because in developing urban
regions in Iran population growth rate is still high and lack of
regional planning regulations cause the landscape to be occu-
pied with the same amount and pattern of growth as its his-
torical profile.

3. This is not a sustainable strategy as the need for more con-
struction coming from increasing population is not satisfied
through compact construction given the current knowledge and
facilities.

Therefore, a challenging question emerges as “under what
morphology, the historical pattern of coalescence-diffusion or
centralization-decentralization of urbanization can be realistic,
applicable and sustainable?” The following sections of the paper will
describe how inspirations from medical sciences helped us to
formulate, implement and evaluate a “cancer-treating” growth
pattern strategy that adequately answers this question.

1.2. Where the theoretical idea of treating a cancerous landscape
comes from?

The idea originally comes from first author's personal experi-
ence when his father was diagnosed with Hodgkins's lymphoma (a
type of cancer that affects the immune system of the body). He first
saw an image of his father's tumor in a clinic. The image was totally
transparent and quite observable from both sides. Therefore, when
the doctor held the photo in front of his eyes to analyze it, they both
could interpret the image from their own angles and perspectives.
The doctor's diagnosis was a malignant cancer in its advanced
stage, and with the same spirit, the author detected a main urban
agglomeration with some satellite nucleus growing inside his fa-
ther's body. Such inspiration encouraged him to more carefully
concentrate on the treatment strategy and to monitor how these
urban cores of varying size would be eliminated from a human's
body. What comes in the following describes how an oncology
expert implicitly adopts the landscape ecology principles for
treating a “cancerous landscape” inside of a human's body.
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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There were several tumors of varying size and in different parts
of the patient's physique. Larger tumors are more dangerous and
they are more potential to invade other healthy tissues over larger
distances from the main cancerous concentration. Such large tu-
mors possess higher levels of biological footprint and are more
interactive with their neighboring cells (direct effect) as well as
other tissues and organs in distant parts of the body (indirect ef-
fect). In addition, they aremore challenging and time-consuming to
be treated. Therefore, in the early stages of the treatment, the pa-
tient has to experience a suffering chemotherapy process to pre-
vent further propagation of larger tumors as much as possible. In
the next stage, these large tumors will be downsized to loose their
functions in terms of affecting other organs and bodily processes.
When shrinkage of the size is taking place, the tumor might be sub-
divided into several smaller fragments. These smaller cancerous
centers also do exist in the early stages of the disease and they tend
to increase in number as either the disease advances or the treat-
ment process causes fragmentation of the main tumors. The
treatment strategy is different in terms of smaller concentrations of
cancerous cells. Factors such as dispersal over multiple organs,
smaller physical size and lower levels of biological footprint make
them to be more difficult to be detected, monitored and treated. In
addition, cumulative behavior of their effects over global scale of
the body would be considerable and very harmful. Besides, they are
the main cause of invading other parts of the body or negatively
affecting the functionality of other bodily systems and organs. On
the other hand, they are more easily removed and the patient is not
required to experience a suffering chemotherapy procedure. Simply
put, in the early stages of the disease, it is the size of the tumor and
its location that requires more attention, and larger amount of
chemical drugs are consumed to target a specific location inside the
body. On the contrary, in the later stages of the treatment as the
smaller tumors tend to emerge and disperse over larger distances
from the main cancerous centers, it is the pattern of both tumors
distribution and chemical drug usage that become in the center of
attention to guarantee the success of the treatment process.
Through the later stages of the treatment, the patient receives
lower levels of chemical drug but it is more carefully distributed
over infected tissues to increase the efficiency of the drug usage.

Considering such characteristics, the cancers can be defined as a
large family of diseases which include cell growth with the capa-
bility to infect or spread other tissues, organs and parts of the body.
They constitute a subset of neoplasms. A neoplasm or tumor is a
group of cells that have experienced an unregulated growth, and
are often characterized by forming a mass or lump, but might be
distributed diffusely. There are six characteristics for cancer
including (URL 1):

1. Self-sufficiency in growth signaling: ability to exceed growth
constraints of healthy cells and reproduce for multiple times.

2. Insensitivity to anti-growth signals: preventive bodily functions
cannot prohibit growth cycles of cancerous cells.

3. Evasion of apoptosis: a programmed cell death process that lead
to characteristic cell changes and death. These changes include
cell shrinkage, nuclear fragmentation and chromosomal DNA
fragmentation. Apoptosis might propagate over further dis-
tances based on the size and the malignancy of the tumor.

4. Enabling a limitless replicative potential
5. Induction and sustainment of angiogenesis: angiogenesis is the

physiological process through which new blood vessels form
through pre-existing vessels. Angiogenesis is a normal and
necessary process in growth and development, as well as in
wound healing and in the formation of granulation tissue.
However, it is also a fundamental stage in the advancement of
tumor from an early state to a malignant one (URL 2).
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y., & Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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6. Activation of metastasis and invasion of tissue: metastasis is the
spread of cancer from one organ to another not directly con-
nected with it. The new occurrences of disease thus generated
are referred to as metastases (URL 3).
1.3. How to reformulate the cancerous landscape as an urban
growth strategy?

Such characteristics of the cancer propagation inside of a
human's body and the adopted treatment strategies might be
reformulated as an urban growth allocation policy. In other word,
cancer growth stages from a begin state to a malignancy stage have
implications for urban growth patterns in a developing region. In
these areas, landscape is occupied by numerous urban patches of
varying size. There are some major urban cores that are of larger
physical and population size with noticeable ecological footprint
and environmental impacts (Wu, 2014). They are more interactive
with their vicinities and their mutual relationships with other land-
use/land-covers (LULC) might propagate over further distances. In
addition, these urban centers are surrounded with small and
scattered urban nucleuses that occupy the landscape with a low-
density pattern. These urban centers have lower levels of ecolog-
ical footprint and they are less interactive with their associated
environments. On the other hand, they have higher rates of growth
and are potential to form future population centers. Similar to small
cancerous tumors, due to the effect of synergism, recursive and
nonlinear feedbacks as well as accumulation during propagation
process, they might also considerably influence the structure and
processes of the landscape (Sakieh et al. 2015). Therefore, managing
such a complex and developing landscape might be a challenging
task.
1.4. Formulating the cancer-treating growth scenario in Gorgan
Township area

Gorgan Township area is one the most active zones for agri-
cultural, environmental protection and urban construction activ-
ities in north-eastern Iran. According to the studies by Sakieh et al.
(2015, 2016) factors such as population growth and lack of regional
regulations are responsible for uncontrolled and unplanned his-
torical growth in the area that converted high acreage of farmlands
into urban structures. Therefore, on this basis, we formulated a
“cancer-treating” urban growth allocation scenario based on in-
spirations from the treatment process of a malignant cancer. The
scenario can be undertaken through the following steps mainly to
control the apoptosis, the angiogenesis and the metastasis stages:

1. Further sprawl of major urban cores that are beyond their car-
rying capacity in terms of number of residents and ecological
footprint should largely (not totally) be prohibited (this stage
equals to immediate attentions to larger tumors to prevent the
disease from propagating over other parts of the body and
infecting other tissues and organs)

2. Growth pressure from main urban cores should be shifted to
small-scale but burgeoning urban centers (this stage is an
implication that smaller cancerous concentrations inside the
body are more easily treated and they also possess lower levels
biological footprint and they are less invasive against other
organs)

3. The small-scale urban cores should be allocated with proximity
to each other to have an opportunity to grow together and in-
crease the connectivity between urban patches network in the
area (this step mirrors that more connected and closer tumors
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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can be more easily detected and treated and they have less
potential to infect other organs in further distances)

4. Finally, these pattern of growth should take place in those lo-
cations that are less potential for other land categories such as
agriculture and simultaneously more potential for urban con-
struction (this reflects that some parts of the body can be less
affected by a tumor compared to others that would undergo
serious damages)

Simply put, under such pattern the historical cyclic behavior of
urban decentralization and centralization is allowed to occur but
the pattern and spatial arrangement is regulated in terms of the
cancer-treating considerations. Such a process is expected to be
capable of resolving issues between land developers, farmers and
conservation agencies. In doing so, this study first provides a
grounded evidence for the suggested pattern and in the next step
the cancer-treating physiognomy of urban patches will be imple-
mented under three predictive scenarios. Finally, the results of each
scenario on land suitability parameters of urbanization, rangeland
(in our study area the land potential for this category is highly
correlated with agricultural suitability) and afforest (indicates po-
tential of the land for vegetative land covers) activities will be
measured, evaluated and compared to reveal whether the recom-
mended pattern is functional. Specifically, the objectives of the
present research are as follows:

1. To develop and design a growth pattern informed with data
from real-world processes to allow urbanization takes place as
its historical trajectory and also to protect ecologically-valuable
and productive lands;

2. To propose an informed framework that combines bottom-up
and top-down planning strategies for urban management. In
other word, to enrich cancer-treating inspiration as a realistic
strategy based on evidence from local land potentials and his-
torical growth patterns in the targeted area; and

3. To compare various scenarios under cancer-treating growth
allocation behavior. The scenarios are different only for the
amount of allocated lands to urban land-use (form optimistic to
pessimistic considerations).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area

The study area includes Gorgan Township area in Golestan
Province northeastern Iran (Fig. 1). The area is historically an active
agricultural zone and recently has been undergoing a noticeable
rate of urban expansion and population growth (Sakieh et al. 2015).
The region is characterized in the south with lush Hyrcanian forests
that possess considerable ecological and conservation values. In the
north, the landscape is dominated by rangeland, agricultural fields
and vast plains that support the increasing population in the area.
Golestan Province has recently been regulated as new province in
the country and following from that a noticeable rate of immigra-
tion has been occurring. These factors are associated with un-
planned and uncontrolled urban growth in which provincial
authorities are now faced with a very complex situation to manage.
Therefore, urban allocation studies are now a priority for land de-
velopers, conservation agencies and provincial authorities.

2.2. Designing multi criteria evaluation (MCE)-informed growth
scenarios to perform the cancer-treating urban growth allocation
behavior

MCE is a procedure that analyses a series of gridded layers of
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y.,& Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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environmental parameters that are assumed to be influential on the
suitability of the land for a specific land-use category (Mahiny &
Clarke, 2012). The procedure begins with identifying a collection
of criteria that are deemed to affect the targeted land-use. The fuzzy
set theory (Zadeh, 1965) and analytical hierarchy process (AHP)
(Saaty, 1980) are two common methods used in a MCE process for
normalizing and weighting input maps. The standardized factor
and constraint maps are combined through map overlay methods
such as a weighted linear combination (WLC) (Eastman, 2009). For
the MCE analysis of Gorgan Township area, several layers for ran-
geland, afforest and urbanization suitability were studied. By the
aim of brevity, detailed and comprehensive information on the
layers, measurement units, fuziffication scheme and weighting
scores are provided through Supplementary material,
Tables S1eS3.

Fig. 2 demonstrates criteria maps used for MCE analysis of the
targeted activities. These layers are derived from aWLC-based map
overlay procedure and their associated factor layers (provided in
Supplementary material, Tables S1eS3). Layers illustrated in Fig. 2
were further analyzed to generate the resultant suitability sur-
faces for Gorgan Township area (Fig. 3).

The final suitability surfaces were used as weighted excluded
layers for urban growth prediction through the SLEUTH model. In
this case, suitability scores would serve as resistance values against
urbanization and locations with higher suitability values for
afforest and agricultural land-uses depict higher resistance against
urbanization. Based on cancer-treating strategy for urban land-use
planning, these layers are designed in a way that major urban cores
are largely (not totally) prohibited from further sprawl. On the
other hand, small-scale and burgeoning urban centers are allowed
to emerge in locations where there is lower potential for other
targeted activities. Besides, newly established urban cores are also
allowed to sprawl linearly with proximity to each other and to grow
together. Under such pattern, urban centers would first emerge
following a decentralized pattern. In the next stage, each one of
these decentralized urban centers (seeds) experiences a centrali-
zation process in its own growth cycle that makes it to become
bigger in size. Accordingly, further sprawl of these expanding cores
will make the separated but close urban centers to grow together
(Dietzel et al., 2005). On this basis, the harmonic behavior of
centralization and decentralization periods takes place in areas
where there is no former experience of urbanization. In other word,
this is a rule-based allocation behavior (SLEUTH urban growth
rules) in a developing region inspired by the cancer-treating
strategy. Three scenarios under this pattern are implemented. The
first scenario concerns a pessimistic perspective. In this matter
afforest suitability layer (afforest protection ¼ AP scenario) is
employed with abovementioned designing criteria. Because of
higher potential of the area for afforest land-use; the amount of
allocated urban areas will be the least under this scenario. The next
scenario relates a rangeland protection (RP) perspective. The area is
also highly suitable for this category, but suitability values allow
more urban expansion compared to the previous option. Finally a
historical growth (HG) pattern was anticipated. Based on the HG
scenario, the binary excluded layer used for model calibration, was
also implemented for model prediction in which the entire area
was available for urbanization. But the calibration-derived growth
coefficients were modified to perform the cancer-treating growth
allocation behavior. In this case, we used coefficient values derived
from previous study conducted in our study area by Sakieh et al.
(2015). They used an agricultural suitability layer to calibrate the
SLEUTH model in Gorgan Township area. The agricultural suit-
ability layer was resulted from integrating an identical set of criteria
as rangeland suitability map uses in this study (with different
weighting scores and fuzzification schema). In addition, this layer
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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Fig. 1. Location of study area across Golestan Province.

Fig. 2. Criteria (factor and constraints) maps derived fromWLC-based map overlay of relevant factor layers that affect land suitability for rangeland, afforest, and urbanization land-
uses.
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was also designed with cancer-treating considerations which
guided the calibration process to yield cancer-treating coefficients.
Therefore, the coefficients are informed in terms of a protective
point of view, but availability of the entire area would allow sub-
stantial urban growth allocation to occur compared to the AP and
the RP scenarios. The suitability layers of rangeland, afforest and
urbanization were also used to measure the negative impacts
brought about by predictive growth scenarios on land suitability
parameters. Those scenarios with higher amounts of developed
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y., & Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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lands and lower levels of negative effects on land suitability pa-
rameters would be more performant.

2.3. An informed analytical framework for studying whether the
“cancer-treating” pattern for urban land-use planning has
implication for a real-world urban process

This section relates how consistency of the cancer-treating
growth pattern can be analyzed before executing the predictive
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
16), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.habitatint.2016.03.008



Fig. 3. Resultant weighted excluded and suitability layers derived from the MCE process: (a) weighted excluded map used in the RP scenario (rangeland suitability layer), (b)
weighted excluded map used in the AP scenario (afforest suitability layer) and (c) urbanization suitability surface (this layer was used to evaluate the results of predictive growth
scenarios).
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scenarios. This is an important task (i.e. a diagnostic index) because
it enriches the modeler's insight into relationships between
morphological attributes of a growth process and local land suit-
ability values. Such an analysis helps the modeler to adopt an
informed approach in scenario definition, rather a subjective
perspective in which the scenarios are only determined by user's
preferences and his prior knowledge. However, a greater level of
comprehensiveness in scenario definition often means a heavier
load of information to be involved. More detailed information on
land potential for reserving the appropriate set of scenarios also
allows integration of both top-down and bottom-up planning ap-
proaches. In other word, the user-defined scenarios can be regu-
lated when several land parameters are involved in terms of
defining plausible storylines. Such land-use planning efforts are
both a link that relates the process of modeling with that of plan-
ning and an insightful tool that extends planners' horizons in
planning (Xiang & Clarke, 2003).

An attempt was made to measure the relationships between
morphological metrics of urban patches and their associated land
suitability values of targeted land-uses. Based on objectives of the
present study, we decided to analyze only those urban patches that
are not of very large or very small physical size. This assumption is
consistent with historical growth profile in our study area (Sakieh
et al. 2015; Mahiny & Clarke, 2012, 2013). Namely, new urban
centers with a sudden enormous size are very unlikely to be
established. Urban areas of very small physical size were also
excluded from statistical analysis, since these areas have no
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y.,& Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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significant impact on their surroundings (Golestan Province land-
use planning report 2013).

According to Golestan Province land-use planning report (2013),
effective territory of each urban core is calculated to be 1 km. The
effective territory refers to those locations that are significantly
interactive with their adjacent urban center. Therefore, land suit-
ability values were averaged within the 1 km buffer zones around
each urban patch. In the next step, a series of most-common urban
landscape metrics portraying important ecological conditions were
calculated. The Spearman correlation analysis is undertaken to
measure the bivariate associations between landscape metrics of
urban patches and their corresponding land suitability values. The
results from Spearman correlation analysis would reveal that what
is the appropriate growth strategy in the area in terms of land
potential and morphological attributes of urban patches.

These indices are divided into three groups of area metrics: CA
(class area), PLAND (percentage of landscape), LPI (largest patch
index) and AREA_MN (mean patch area); shape metrics: LSI
(landscape shape index), SHAPE_MN (mean shape index) and
PARA_MN (mean perimeter to area ratio); and connectivity met-
rics: COHESION (patch cohesion index) and SPLIT (splitting index).
The Fragstats software version 4.2 was employed to compute
landscape indices (McGarigal, Cushman, & Ene, 2012). Descriptive
statistics of computed land suitability values and landscape metrics
are given in Table 1.
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics of land suitability values and landscape metrics.

Mean Std. Dev.

Land suitability Urbanization suitability value 61.0439 41.8891
Afforest suitability value 116.7697 42.9519
Rangeland suitability value 105.5995 44.3561

Area metrics CA (class area) 88.5174 308.3456
PLAND (percentage of landscape) 0.0440 0.15332
LPI (largest patch index) 0.0440 0.15332
AREA_MN (mean patch area) 88.5174 308.3456

Shape metrics LSI (landscape shape index) 4.0951 2.8798
SHAPE_MN (mean shape index) 4.0951 2.8798
PARA_MN (mean perimeter to area ratio) 289.8021 83.3334

Connectivity metrics COHESION (patch cohesion index) 94.3404 2.2139
SPLIT (splitting index) 124245734.7000 119748921.1000
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2.4. SLEUTH urban growth and land-use change model

SLEUTH name is a moniker to its input data layers including
slope (one layer), land-use (at least two layers), excluded area (one
layer), urban extents (at least four layers), transportation network
(at least two layers) and hillshade graphic (one layer). By the aim of
brevity, detailed information on data preparation process can be
found in Mahiny and Clarke (2012, 2013) and Sakieh et al. (2015)
that conducted previous studies in our research area. Fig. 4 por-
trays SLEUTH input layers used in this study.

SLEUTH is a cellular automaton (CA)-based spatial model for
computational simulation of urban expansion and land-use
changes that are caused by urbanization. The model runs under
UNIX operating systems and is composed of UGM (urban growth
model) (Rafiee et al. 2009; Silva & Clarke, 2002) and the DLM
(deltatron land use model) (Clarke, Hoppen,& Gaydos,1997; Clarke
& Gaydos, 1998; Candau, Rasmussen, & Clarke, 2000; Clarke, 2008;
Xi et al., 2009, 2012) sub-models. The UGM simulates the trans-
formation of non-urban pixels to urban pixels applying CA transi-
tion rules. The DLM simulates LULC conversion with a second CA.
The two CA execute in sequence and the output of newly urbanized
cells specifies the number of times the deltatron code will be
implemented. The UGM can run independently, but the DLM sub-
model must run with the UGM (Clarke & Gaydos, 1998; Dietzel &
Clarke, 2006). Five growth coefficients of diffusion, breed, spread,
slope resistance and road gravity control the behavior of four urban
growth rules (spontaneous, new spreading center, edge and road
influenced growth).

The brute force-based model calibration approach was imple-
mented through a multistage, automated and sequential process
(coarse, fine and final). The SLEUTH produces multiple measures of
simulation success among which optimized SLEUTH metric (OSM)
is more effective for refining coefficient space (Dietzel & Clarke,
2007) [for descriptions on SLEUTH's performance evaluation met-
rics readers are referred to Rafiee et al. (2009)]. Resultant values for
SLEUTH performance indices and prediction coefficients were
derived as follows:

� Performance evaluation metrics: Product ¼ 0.1184,
Compare ¼ 0.9976, Leesalee ¼ 0.4013, F-match ¼ 0.9656 and
OSM ¼ 0.3581; and

� Growth coefficients: diffusion ¼ 34, breed ¼ 24, spread ¼ 56,
slope resistance ¼ 1 and road gravity ¼ 47

Without any modifications, these values were used for the AP
and the RP scenarios. On the other hand, for the HG scenario, these
coefficients were modified to 84, 100, 100, 5 and 2 for diffusion,
breed, spread, slope resistance and road gravity multipliers,
respectively. As mentioned before, these values are derived from a
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y., & Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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SLEUTH calibration process through an agricultural suitability sur-
face, which was used as a weighted excluded layer. The three sce-
narios share a common characteristic of cancer-treating behavior
through two different ways in model prediction stage.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. SLEUTH modeling results

The acceptable accuracy values for model performance metrics
indicated model's success in replicating the historical growth pro-
file in the area. Therefore, the model can reliably be used for pre-
dation stage. The SLEUTH model produces a Monte Carlo-derived
probabilistic image of urbanization (0e100%). The layer can be
reclassified into a binary urban/non-urban map through a cut-off
value threshold. As Fig. 5 demonstrates, there is a sudden in-
crease in the number of urbanized pixels around 90% probability
threshold. Accordingly, this value was selected as the cut-off value.

Themodel prediction stage was implemented for scenarios with
specifications explained in Section 2.4. The urbanization profile was
predicted until the year 2030 (Fig. 5). According to the results, each
scenario yielded its own specific amount of urban growth as follows
(added to urban extent in 2005, which was 2915 ha):

� The HG scenario¼ 2257 ha > The RP scenario¼ 666 ha > The AP
scenario ¼ 315 ha
3.2. Is the cancer-treating growth pattern consistent with a real-
world urban growth process?

Table 2 demonstrates the relationships between land suitability
values for targeted land uses in this study and landscape metrics of
urban patches. According to the results, there are significant re-
lationships between land suitability values and area metrics (CA,
PLAND, LPI and AREA_MN) and connectivity measures (COHESION
and SPLIT). Specifically, there is a negative linkage between urban
areas of smaller physical size and higher suitability values for tar-
geted land features. In addition, there is also negative relationship
between the COHESION metric and suitability scores. This mirrors
the fact that less connected pattern of urban patches is associated
with higher suitability values. On the other hand, there is a positive
relationship between the SPLIT metric and suitability scores. This
indicates urban patches with more disconnected pattern are more
correlated with higher land potentials. There are no significant
relationships between shape metrics and land capability parame-
ters in the study area. Based on Table 2, it can be concluded that the
cancer-treating pattern is a consistent scenariowith land suitability
parameters in the area.
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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Fig. 4. Data requirement for calibrating the SLEUTH DLM urban growth.
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3.3. The effects of predictive scenarios on land suitability
parameters based on cancer-treating growth pattern

The functionality of the cancer-treating urban growth allocation
behavior was assessed to investigate whether the formulated
pattern is efficient in terms of detecting suitable lands for urbani-
zation while these lands are simultaneously less potential for ran-
geland and afforest utilities. As given in Table 3, descriptive
statistics including maximum, minimum, average, range and
standard deviation were calculated from suitability layers, while
newly urbanized pixels of each scenario were subtracted from the
suitability maps.

Although various areas of land resources were occupied by ur-
ban structures through the introduced pattern of development,
suitability parameters belonging to rangeland, afforest and urban-
ization activities remained approximately the same during the
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y.,& Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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studied time profile (from 2011 up to 2030 and for three predictive
scenarios). As an interesting result to this study, the HG scenario
yielded the highest area of urban structures (2257 ha vs. 666 and
317 ha for the RP and the AP scenarios, respectively) but average
suitability values for targeted land-uses were still stable as their
corresponding values in 2011. The comparison between average
suitability values given in Table 3 validates the effectiveness of
cancer-treating growth allocation behavior for maintaining land
potential, while urbanization is allowed to occur. The predictions
through the informed excluded layers and growth coefficients
forced the model to first decrease the growth rate of main urban
cores and then small-scale and growing urban centers allowed to
emerge and subsequently were merged together. Therefore, most
of the pixels with higher capability for rangeland and afforest land-
uses resisted against urbanization.

According to Table 4, agriculture, barren and urban vegetation
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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Fig. 5. Gorgan urban extent of the year 2030 and their corresponding image histogram derived from SLEUTH probabilistic images. The scenarios are predicted under the cancer-
treating growth pattern (AP refers to afforest protection, RP indicates rangeland protection and HG stands for historical growth).

Table 2
Spearman correlation analysis results to represent bivariate associations between land suitability values and landscape metrics (n ¼ 30).

Metric type Metric Urbanization suitability value Afforest suitability value Rangeland suitability value

Area metrics CA �0.469a �0.502a �0.521a

PLAND �0.473a �0.505a �0.523a

LPI �0.473a �0.505a �0.523a

AREA_MN �0.469a �0.502a �0.521a

Shape metrics LSI �0.257 �0.257 �0.313
SHAPE_MN �0.257 �0.257 �0.313
PARA_MN 0.356 0.356 0.338

Connectivity metrics COHESION �0.469a �0.469a �0.521a

SPLIT 0.469a 0.469a �0.521a

a Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

Table 3
The AP, EP and HG scenarios temporal effects on land suitability parameters of the agriculture, environmental protection and urbanization LULCs.

Growth effect on land suitability parameters under the AP and EP scenarios Land suitability parameters

Minimum Maximum Average Range Std. Dev.

Rangeland protection suitability parameters of the year 2011 189 255 233.36 66 7.19
Afforest suitability parameters of the year 2011 175 255 225.55 80 7.71
Urbanization suitability parameters of the year 2011 189 255 231.36 66 8.56
AP scenario effect on rangeland suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 233.26 66 7.19
AP scenario effect on afforest suitability parameters of the year 2030 175 255 225.55 80 7.71
AP scenario effect on urbanization suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 231.36 66 8.56
RP scenario effect on rangeland suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 233.26 66 7.19
RP scenario effect on afforest suitability parameters of the year 2030 175 255 225.57 80 7.70
RP scenario effect on urbanization suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 231.36 66 8.56
HG scenario effect on rangeland suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 233.42 66 7.25
HG scenario effect on afforest suitability parameters of the year 2030 175 255 225.77 80 7.78
HG scenario effect on urbanization suitability parameters of the year 2030 189 255 231.13 66 8.55
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are the most interactive categories with urban land-use in three
predictive scenarios. The fact that should be considered is 1977 ha
of agricultural fields conversion to urban land-use based on the HG
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scenario (compared to 228 and 505 ha of conversion under the AP
and the RP scenarios, respectively). This means that urban growth
is allowed to substantially occupy other resources, however, the
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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Table 4
Conversion of various land features to urban land-use under the AP, RP and HG growth alternatives (year 2030).

LULC category (2005) Area in 2005 (ha) Conversion to urban land-use (ha)

Under AP scenario (2030) Under RP scenario (2030) Under HG scenario (2030)

Forest 102,635 14 35 0
Remnant vegetation 9117 5 12 0
Barren 3709 40 74 225
Urban 2915 e e e

Urban vegetation 940 26 35 45
Agriculture 32,837 228 505 1977
Water 245 0 4 5
Range land 210 2 1 2
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pattern of growth is conducted in a way to yield the minimum
negative effect. The efficiency of the scenarios is approximately
equal for converted areas of other land features including range-
land, water and remnant vegetation.
3.4. Does the cancer-treating growth pattern have the potential as a
realistic, practical and sustainable strategy?

Considering recent urban growth studies in Iran (Dezhkam et al.,
2014; Mahiny& Gholamalifard, 2007;Mahiny& Clarke, 2012, 2013;
Rafiee et al., 2009; Sakieh, Amiri, Danekar, Feghhi, & Dezhkam,
2014b, 2014b, 2015), it can be drawn that these researches lack a
realistic perspective when attempting to introduce alternative
growth options. These studies report that only a compact growth or
a decentralized pattern can be an effective strategy for urban
complex environments. In other word, they neglect the cyclic
behavior of an urbanization process in terms of diffusion and coa-
lescence of urban patches. In these studies compact or decentral-
ized expansion means very low amount of growth in which newly
urbanized cells are located in proximity to/with distance from
current urban boundaries. All predictive scenarios in this study
allowed urban growth to occur in both remote and immediate areas
to present urban clusters and the only difference is the amount of
the allocated lands. In addition, new emerging urban centers are
also permitted to grow together and to form a larger patch. These
larger patches can subsequently merge with other clusters and
under such trajectory diffusion and coalescence are allowed to
occur.

A historical growth pattern involves a specific rate of expansion.
In other word, an abrupt transition from historical patterns to a
compact or a decentralized arrangement can questions the practi-
cality of these scenarios. A scenario can be considered as practical
when it attempts to allow historical growth rate continues through
time in the future. Under such conditions, idealistic compact and
decentralized patterns cannot be taken out of the scientific com-
munity to be implemented in real-world planning efforts. The HG
scenario can fit the criteria in terms of a practical growth strategy.
This scenario allowed historical growth rate to emerge and yielded
higher area of urbanized lands which are located in both distant
and adjacent areas to current urban boundaries.

There was no considerable negative consequence on land suit-
ability parameters for the total set of scenarios. As an interesting
result, the HG scenariowith higher amounts of urbanized landswas
also successful in maintaining maximum potential of the area for
targeted land-uses. Therefore, to benefit from urban sustainability
perspectives in planning studies, it is not strictly necessary to only
adopt a compact or a decentralized pattern. Such regulations
facilitate revision of the formerly applied policies with minimum
change that could be attractive for city planners, land developers
and conservation agencies. The results derived from Spearman
correlation analysis also confirm the sustainability of the cancer-
Please cite this article in press as: Sakieh, Y.,& Salmanmahiny, A., Treating
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treating growth pattern.

3.5. An informed framework for defining urban growth scenarios in
Gorgan Township area

The integrative modeling approach (coupling MCE-based land
suitability analysis, landscape metrics computation and SLEUTH
modeling in the context of the cancer-treating growth pattern)
helped us to simultaneously investigate the interactivity between
various ecological parameters (from physical and structural land
variables to morphological and configuration attributes). In this
regard, inclusion of several land features insisting on different
perspectives can regulate the inherent subjectivism in planner's
decision on future growth trajectories of a region. In other word,
common practices for urban management involve activities such
that decision makers first subjectively determine the possible
growth scenarios of an urban environment. Then, by applying them
in a simulation environment or in reality and then comparing their
results, they decide on the optimum solution. Such an approach
would be either very time-consuming or too costly to adopt. In
addition, the potential of the land for the defined scenarios is
largely ignored. The planner needs to implement and evaluate all
predefined alternatives in advance and to search the entire solution
space of a problem. In contrary, the defined approach in this paper
suggests that scenarios should be first regulated in terms of land
potential for a particular activity (or activities) and then, based on a
logical and plausible ground, scenarios should be defined.

On such a basis, the planning strategy can combine top-down
and bottom-up perspectives for guiding the dynamics of the re-
gion. In other word, demand-driven data can determine the
amount of change needed for future construction (Verburg &
Overmars, 2009) and locally driven changes can be regulated in
terms of land suitability parameters and landscape metrics as
proposed in this study.

The cancer-treating growth scenario, however as an abstractive
implication frommedical sciences, is the first attempt in its type to
provide a solution for developing and planning of a complex urban
environment in Iran. Regarding the HG scenario, urban growth
patterns currently occurring in Iran can be managed under their
historical circumstances provided that these efforts to be informed
with several land parameters, morphological attributes and sta-
tistical relationships.

4. Conclusions

With the unprecedented scale of global urbanization and rapid
shrinkage of natural resources, it is now incumbent upon author-
ities and policy makers to adopt preventive and restorative prac-
tices. Innovative and scenario-based studies on urban growth
consequences in the context of landscape ecology science assist the
planner to simultaneously analyze the problem and approach the
a cancerous landscape: Implications frommedical sciences for urban
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solution. These studies can be considered as a cognitive apparatus
that connect the process of modeling with that of planning. Based
on complex conditions of urban growth environments in Iran and
the lack of effective regional regulations, there is a crucial need for
innovative, flexible and realistic solutions. Comprehensive, multi-
scale and periodic studies of land resources under various envi-
ronmental circumstances can support planning efforts with
informed decision making processes. Success of strategists and
policy makers who usually decide on the future of a province de-
pends largely on guiding the urban growth in directions that sup-
port sustainability of the urban regions. Finally, it is recommended
to implement cancer-treating scenario for a real-world planning
process and to study whether it is performant as its corresponding
strategy in medical sciences.
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